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a b s t r a c t

Rock art studies are facing major technical challenges for extensive documentation. Nowadays, record-
ing is essentially obtained from time-consuming tracing and rubbing, techniques that also require a high
level of expertise. Recent advances in 3D modelling of natural objects and computational treatment of
the modelled surfaces may provide an alternative, and reduce the current documentation bottleneck. The
aim of this study is to examine the extent to which such treatments can be applied. The case study pre-
sented here concerns the famous deer stones erected by ancient Mongolian nomad populations. The 3D
acquisition workflow is based on structure-from-motion, a versatile photogrammetric technique, well
adapted to various field conditions. From the 3D geometry of objects of interest, elevation raster maps
are produced by projection on four sides of the stela. These digital elevation models are then tested using
algorithms based on differential geometry, sky visibility and local morphology, the general principles
of which are briefly exposed. All these approaches may be appropriate with essentially planar surfaces.
However, in the case of irregular carved surfaces, such as those of deer stones, the most efficient algorithm
appears to be positive openness. In favourable cases, the incisions can be automatically delineated, facil-

itating the final drawing. Results obtained at the end of the process are comparable to the best drawings
available in the literature, and can also include archaeological information about rock surface conditions.
The procedure considerably accelerates the workflow in comparison with traditional techniques, reduces
the level of expertise required, and provides 3D models, which can easily be shared, or further analysed
by morphometric methods, for instance.

© 2018 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
. Introduction

There is an urgent need to document the huge amount of carved
ock art still present around the world. Nowadays, this cultural her-
tage is jeopardised by human degradation related to mass tourism,

evelopmental progress, such as road and infrastructure building,
ams, ore mining, etc. [1], or worse, by plundering, intentionally
rganised for illicit art traffic [2]. Climate change can also drastically

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: Fabrice.Monna@u-bourgogne.fr (F. Monna).

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.culher.2018.04.021
296-2074/© 2018 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
accelerate its fading [3]. Even though these immediate threats do
not weigh on all rock art, its documentation is essential for study-
ing the symbolism of the figures, their spatial organisation, and
their stylistic variations through time and space [4,5]. The diver-
sity of shapes represented may be such that working with the most
exhaustive inventory is essential for the better understanding of
past societies, which invested considerable time and effort to leave
a testimony of their conception of the world, their occupations,

and beliefs. That is why delineating contours of symbols from 2D
documentation and preparing them (e.g. by skeletonization [6]) for
further classification with an automatic process is an active field of
research [7,8].

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.culher.2018.04.021
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/12962074
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.culher.2018.04.021&domain=pdf
mailto:Fabrice.Monna@u-bourgogne.fr
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.culher.2018.04.021
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One of the most widespread rock art recording techniques
orldwide is tracing on a transparent sheet, pressed closely against

he carved surface (for examples concerning Mongolian rock art,
ee [9,10]). Although quite convenient for a skilled archaeologist in
he simplest cases, this technique suffers from some major draw-
acks. First, it is geometrically impossible to adequately fit a plane
ransparent sheet to an irregular 3D surface. The resulting tracing at
he 1:1 scale must be scanned or photographed, perhaps in sections,
epending on its total size, and reassembled before reworking with
vector graphics editor. The entire process is extremely time-

onsuming, especially in the field, and may lead to distortions,
edious to handle at the final step, which is expected to corre-
pond to a true-to-life orthographic view of the carved surface.
uch techniques require a very high level of training and exper-
ise from the operator. Another major weakness is that the 3D
eometry of the carved parts is poorly captured. Yet, this geometry
ontains information vital for the in-depth study of carving tech-
iques, for clustering figures based on their technical similarities,
nd possibly for the establishment of chronological relationships,
s shown by [11]. Although photography may palliate some of
hese issues (note however that photography always suffers from
erspective distortion), it may often be inadequate to clearly dis-
inguish carved areas. The crystallographic texture and colour of
he stone surface may be heterogeneous, presenting little contrast
ith the carved parts. Vegetation, such as thin crustose lichens,
ay grow on the substrate, masking figures. Under normal (axial)

ight, there may be insufficient shadow to emphasize the relief. High
ncident angles are generally sought; either in natural conditions by
electing the best time for photography (e.g. before sunset for hor-
zontal surfaces), or using properly positioned artificial lights with
ophisticated procedures [12,13]. Capture is generally undertaken
y night, or under a shelter; both solutions considerably reduce
cquisition capacity. Rubbing with special paper, which is then pho-
ographed, can reveal many poorly visible, or even invisible, carved
etails on the stone surface, regardless of lighting. This is a seri-
us advantage by comparison with simply tracing on a transparent
heet, or photography, but the technique requires additional skills.
oth tracing and rubbing necessarily imply physical contact, which
an potentially damage the surface [14], so that special agreement
rom competent authorities may be required. In any case, pho-
ography alone is unable to capture 3D geometry, without further
rocessing.

Over the last three decades, there has been a technological
evolution in computer vision for 3D acquisition and its applica-
ion to real-world objects [15–21], coeval with major advances
n mathematical treatment [22–24]. Such advances could well be
dvantageously applied to extensive rock art documentation. Non-
ontact 3D scanners based on either structured light or laser beam
25,26] are costly and better adapted to objects smaller than 1 m.
hey need electric power, calibration and computer control, and
hey do not operate well under direct sunlight. Although they
ave been used successfully for rock art acquisition [27], they
re probably not best adapted for outdoor fieldwork. In contrast,
tructure-from-motion (SfM), together with dense point cloud
odelling, is a highly versatile, inexpensive, mature photogram-
etric technique, increasingly applied in archaeology [16,28–30].

cene geometry, camera positions and orientations are recon-
tructed simultaneously by iteratively matching a set of features,
utomatically identified in multiple overlapping images taken from
ifferent points of view [31]. With a set of several dozen pictures
aptured in only a few minutes, a complex scene can be modelled at
xtremely high resolution depending, among other things, on the

ize of the camera sensor, the focal length of the lens, and the dis-
ance between the camera and the object of interest [32]. Once the
eometry has been reconstructed, the 3D model must be treated
o identify the carved areas, see e.g. [29]. Algorithms from the
Heritage 34 (2018) 116–128 117

field of geospatial techniques [33], used to highlight topographic
shapes, such as peaks, valleys and slopes, can identify carved areas
as depressions on the landscape of the stone surface. The aim of
the present study is to evaluate the ability of these algorithms to
produce accurate 2D documentation of carved stones, as close as
possible to a ready-to-print state, or at least requiring minimum
work to attain the current standards for publication in archaeol-
ogy. It is necessary to explain the principles involved, as well as
the importance of the correct setting parameters, because basic
understanding of the available approaches is fundamental before
selecting the optimal method for a given situation. Three different
families of algorithms are tested here. They are based on differ-
ential geometry, sky visibility, and local morphology. The real-life
objects used as a case study are decorated stelae belonging to the
“Khereksuurs and Deer Stones Culture”, which were erected in the
Eurasian steppe belt at the end of the 2nd to early 1st millen-
nium BC. These megaliths, 0.5–5 m tall, were hand-carved with
elegant symbols, the most emblematic of which is a deer. Stelae
studied in this article belong to sites in the Khoid Tamir valley and
Uushgiin Uvur; a site registered on the world heritage tentative
list (http://www.whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/5953/). The 3D
acquisition in the field, as well as the 3D model treatments, are
described in detail to provide a pipeline for the reader. Importantly,
the time required for each approach (3D modelling and expert rub-
bing used as reference) is evaluated. The outcomes are qualitatively
and quantitatively compared to assess their suitability for extensive
rock art documentation.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Corpus

Among all monuments dating from the Bronze Age found in
Mongolia, the most famous are the deer stones, thus named because
they depict deer, generally moving along a helical path, whirling
into the sky, or following a vertical linear movement on each side
[34]. Their legs are folded under their bellies, their bodies are
stretched, extended by a beak-like muzzle. Other animals, belts,
earrings and necklaces, weapons and tools, shields, and also the
sun and moon can be found on these stelae [35–38]. The organ-
isation of these symbols represents an exceptional synthesis of
the nomad’s thoughts. Often made of granite or sandstone, these
stones are found in association with funeral and memorial com-
plexes. They are believed to represent ideas of funeral practices
and sacrificial rituals, helping the departed warrior’s or leader’s
soul to reach what lies beyond death [39]. The photogrammet-
ric campaign, undertaken in July 2015, within the framework of
the “Monaco-Mongolian Joint Archaeological Mission”, focussed on
the site of Tsatsiin Ereg in the Khoid Tamir valley, located about
500 km southwest of Ulaanbaatar [40]. This site contains numerous
tumuli, barrows, stones arranged in quadrangles, circles, or align-
ment, and more than 100 stelae, forming archaeological complexes
[10]. The other targeted site is Uushgiin Uvur located near the town
of Moron. In the following, three examples are presented: two ste-
lae from Tsatsiin Ereg (stelae No. 35 and 36) and one from Uushgiin
Uvur (S7). They were chosen because they differ in terms of carving
depth, surface preservation, and more generally, in ease of reading.

2.2. Photogrammetric workflow

2.2.1. Capturing the scene

This task consists in capturing a set of overlapping pictures

(70–80%), containing at least three times all points belonging to the
3D geometry of the objects of interest. Two different cameras were
used at that step, depending on the size of the objects. Small stelae

http://www.whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/5953/
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ere photographed by a hand-held NIKON D800 semi-pro full-
rame DSLR (sensor 24 × 36 mm2, 36 Mpix), equipped with NIKKOR
4 mm or 50 mm prime lenses, because both lenses produce very
harp images (Fig. 1a). For stelae taller than 1.5 m, a consumer-
rade compact SONY DSC-RX100 MIII (sensor 13.2 × 8.8 mm2, 20
pix), 24–70 mm in 24 × 36 equivalent, was used with the focal

et at 24 mm. For the top of the stela, the camera was mounted
n a 4-m-long telescopic pole (Rode boompole) and controlled by
iFi using a Samsung Galaxy tablet, fixed on the pole. Aperture was
aintained at f/8-11 to ensure sharpness over the whole picture,

.e. adequate depth of field, and sufficient speed to avoid the use of a
ripod or blurring through camera shake. To scale the final model in

etre units, the shots included a self-retracting metallic measuring
ape, open at 1 metre, positioned at the foot of the stela (Fig. 1a).
hotographs were taken whenever possible under a cloudy or over-
ast sky. Clouds act as light diffusers, producing soft lighting, which
educes shadows. Such light conditions greatly facilitate 3D model
econstruction of carved areas, as they appear sharp and detailed,
nlike traditional archaeological photography, which seeks strong
hading in incisions [41]. Care was taken to avoid capturing moving
eatures inside the scene during the photo session, such as people
r moving shadows. It is difficult to provide definitive guidelines
n the minimum number of pictures required, because it greatly
epends on the geometry of the object targeted. Multiplying the
umber of shots from different angles is generally recommended,
s it will increase the number of matching features and redundancy
31]. One must however keep in mind that computing time during
he modelling step rises dramatically with the number of pictures
rocessed. Depending on the size of the stelae, pictures were taken
t a distance varying from 2 to 5 m that produces an object sampling
istance of 0.3–0.6 mm per pixel. Only 25–50 pictures were neces-
ary to adequately cover the deer stones, because of their rather
imple, mostly convex geometry (Fig. 1a).

.2.2. 3D model production
Several free solutions are currently available: e.g. Micmac

http://www.logiciels.ign.fr/?Micmac), Visual SFM [42], dense
econstruction from multiview stereo algorithms [43,44] or Mesh-

ab (http://www.meshlab.sourceforge.net/) for meshing. Nonethe-
ess, a commercial solution, PhotoScan (http://www.agisoft.com/),

as preferred for this study, as it covers the entire 3D reconstruc-
ion workflow in a user-friendly form. The principles of the process,

ig. 1. 3D modelling by photogrammetry of stela No. 35 from Tsatsiin Ereg. a: camera po
tela corresponds to the bounding box manually set to follow the natural position of the
easuring tape used for scaling; b: orthomosaics of the four main sides of the stela.
Heritage 34 (2018) 116–128

only described briefly below, can easily be found in more detailed
form elsewhere [45,46]. Because wide-angle view produces sig-
nificant distortion on the edges of the image, lens calibration is
required. This can be precisely determined in the laboratory for
each camera, or automatically set by photogrammetric bundle
adjustment, which also estimates camera positions and orienta-
tions [26]. Once the pictures have been aligned, a sparse point
cloud is produced. This point cloud is densified, and a triangu-
lar mesh model is generated. The original colour is obtained from
the pictures combined into a texture map, which is wrapped on
to the object (Fig. 1a). While picture acquisition typically takes
5–15 min per stela in the field, the complete reconstruction of the
3D scene may take 3–5 h in the laboratory. A high-end consumer
grade computer was used: i7 5960x, 8 cores, equipped with 64 Go
of RAM, and two 4 Go-RAM NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980 mounted
in SLI. Typically, the final dense cloud is composed of more than
30 million points, and the 3D model contains more than 4 million
faces.

2.2.3. Digital elevation models and orthomosaics
With the structure-from-motion technique, the 3D models are

produced without scale, so that they must be scaled manually
using the two ends of the measuring tape laid out at the foot
of the stela for this purpose (Fig. 1a). In the following, a rectan-
gular bounding box of the stela is considered. Its orientation is
set manually in PhotoScan by considering the natural deer stone
position on the ground (see Fig. 1a). Four digital elevation mod-
els (DEMs) are produced by planar projection on each of the four
vertical sides of this bounding box. Such rasterization converts the
distance of the scene to the plane targeted into an image contain-
ing a dense array of values (also called a 2.5D grid), which can be
saved in raster format. Although extremely high resolution can be
reached by structure-from-motion, depending on the camera reso-
lution, the focal, and the distance from the shooting position to the
scene, the DEM resolution was limited in the following to 1 mm
per pixel, which is sufficient to extract the geometry of the carved
areas, at least in our case, while maintaining the definition of DEM

images at a reasonable level for further calculation. Similarly to
DEMs, orthomosaics are systematically produced for each of the
four vertical faces, this time in full resolution, for archival purposes
(Fig. 1b).

sition and orientation reconstructed by PhotoScan. The parallelepiped around the
stela on the ground. Points 1 and 2 in yellow display the two ends of the metallic

http://www.logiciels.ign.fr/?Micmac
http://www.meshlab.sourceforge.net/
http://www.agisoft.com/
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. The algorithms tested

.1. Underlying idea of using geospatial and terrain analysis

The methodology proposed here aims at evaluating, and pos-
ibly taking advantage of, some of the numerous algorithms used
n remote-sensing, more particularly those using high-resolution
opographic data (like LiDAR data) to identify, from DEMs, spe-
ific features in landscapes, such as valleys, ridges, peaks, pits, or
nomalies related to archaeological sites [47–50]. In the following,
arved stone surfaces are viewed as landscapes, and carved areas
s small-scale valleys, bordered by slopes and crests. One of the
implest tools, the commonly used analytical hill-shading, which
imulates artificial illumination on the DEM surface, is based on the
ame principle as the use of an oblique light source to highlight inci-
ions in classic photography [51]. However, hole depth cannot be
ecognised, nor can any linear anomalies lying parallel to the light
eam [52]. Even though multiple virtual light sources are consid-
red to palliate these drawbacks, this procedure is better adapted
o sharp reliefs, which is not the case here [52]. For these reasons,
ther families of algorithms, which can be divided into three main
roups, are tested here. They are listed below, and their principles
riefly described.

.2. Differential geometry-based algorithms

.2.1. Slope and curvature
The slope angle is defined as the maximum rate of change

n elevation between each cell and its neighbours, also known
s maximum downhill gradient [24]. It is obtained from the first
erivative of the DEM (Fig. 2a and b). The profile curvature is the
econd derivative of the DEM in a direction parallel to the max-
mum slope, i.e. the slope of the slope [53]. It varies between
ositive values for convex and negative for concave shapes, while
zero value denotes a planar surface, steep or horizontal (cf.

ig. 2c). High slope values are expected along the slope of the
ncised part, while positive curvatures should identify rims, and
egative curvatures indicate footslopes. Both slope and curvature
epend on the resolution of the DEM, and can be dramatically

mpacted by the presence of noise blurring the signal, so that prior
moothing may be required. In our case, a circular window of
cm radius (compatible with the targeted features) was used to
t by least squares the surface of interest by quadratic parameters
rior to calculation. This operation was performed with SAGA GIS
http://www.saga-gis.org/en/index.html), but these quite common
lgorithms are available in all GIS software.

.2.2. Trend removal approaches
Removing trend is a common technique to enhance the small-

cale positive and negative anomalies in a DEM [50,54]. The
implest way consists in using a low-pass filter, possibly based
n mean or Gaussian functions, and to subtract it from the ini-
ial DEM. An essential parameter is the kernel size used for
moothing. If it is too small, the residuals do not retain the local
eatures of the surface (red curve in Fig. 2d and e); if it is too
arge, the DEM is over-smoothed and unwanted anomalies appear
blue curve in Fig. 2d and e). Hesse et al. (2010) [48] modi-
ed this basic algorithm by introducing the Local Relief Model,
bbreviated as LRM. The first step is the same as that described
bove for trend removal. The intersection of the original and the
moothed DEMs provides a zero contour map, processed to furnish

purged DEM, which is then subtracted from the original DEM.

he LRM algorithm is implemented as an add-on of the free GRASS
oftware (https://www.grass.osgeo.org/) and the LiDAR Toolbox
oftware–LiVT (https://www.sourceforge.net/projects/livt/).
Heritage 34 (2018) 116–128 119

3.3. Visibility-based algorithms

3.3.1. Sky-view factor
This is a widely used alternative method of hill-shading to detect

archaeological features from LiDAR raster data [52]. It measures
the portion of the hemispheric sky limited by reliefs, seen from a
given point [55], and can be deduced from DEMs for each cell, and
within a certain radius [56]. Practically, the sky-view factor, SVF,
is computed by discretizing the space in n compass directions, and
seeking the vertical angle starting from the horizon from which the
sky becomes visible, �i (Fig. 2f):

SVF = 1 −
∑n

i=1 sin �i

n
(1)

Typically n = 8 sectors are sufficient to extract features of inter-
est, while maintaining computation time at a reasonable level. The
maximum search radius must be set by considering the size of the
features to be highlighted, as it can either enhance the main struc-
tures for high values, or their details (as well as noise) when the
radius decreases. Sky-view factor values close to 1 indicate max-
imum sky visibility, obtained with convex parts and horizontal
surfaces, while SVF values close to 0 indicate concave parts, such
as valleys, or carved incisions in our case. This tool is available in
most GIS software programs.

3.3.2. Openness
Openness is somewhat similar to SVF in the sense that it depicts

the “degree of dominance or enclosure of a location on an irregu-
lar surface” [57]. For positive (negative) openness calculation, the
zenith (nadir) is determined for each cell, as well as surface pro-
files within a searched radius, along eight compass directions. For
each of these, the greatest angle to the zenith (nadir) before inter-
cepting the surface is computed (Fig. 2g). Then, the eight values
are averaged. Positive, �R, and negative openness, �R, are there-
fore expressed for a search distance R in each of the 8 directions (N,
NW, W, SW, S, SE, E, NE), as:

˛R = ˛0
R + ˛45

R + · · · + ˛315
R

8
(2)

ˇR = ˇ0
R + ˇ45

R + · · · + ˇ315
R

8
(3)

Similarly to the SVF, openness, in its two versions, shows up
peaks and ridges on one hand, and valleys or holes, on the other
hand, i.e. concavities and convexities. However, as described by
Doneus (2011) [58], the fundamental difference with SVF lies in
the fact that the maximum visible sky angle is limited to 90◦ for
the SVF (as the sky covers a half-sphere only), whereas the val-
ues of the � and � angles can theoretically reach up to 180◦.
This means that a constant slope, whatever its angle, is seen
as a flat terrain, as illustrated in Fig. 2h. This point is of pri-
mary importance in the following. These tools are available in
SAGA GIS and in the free Relief Visualization Toolbox software
(http://www.iaps.zrc-sazu.si/en/rvt#v).

3.4. Pattern-based algorithm

3.4.1. Geomorphons
This method has been developed for classifying landforms

using pattern recognition, rather than differential geometry [59].
In its simplest expression, the 3 × 3 local neighbourhood around
a central cell is examined. The eight neighbours are marked as

(−) if they are lower, (+) for higher, and (0) for equal eleva-
tion. Each cell is therefore defined by a string of eight labels,
an 8-tuple pattern, representing a geomorphon, i.e. a geomor-
phological phenotype. The relationship between the central cell

http://www.saga-gis.org/en/index.html
https://www.grass.osgeo.org/
https://www.sourceforge.net/projects/livt/
http://www.iaps.zrc-sazu.si/en/rvt#v
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Fig. 2. General principles of geographic methods. Differential geometry: sketches for elevation (a), slope (b), and curvature (c). Trend removal: original and smoothed DEMs
with different kernel sizes (d), and corresponding detrended DEMs (e). Visibility-based approaches: sky-view factors, drawing modified after Dozier and Frew (1990) (f),
positive and negative openness (g), and comparison between openness and sky-view factor, for flat and tilted surfaces (h). Pattern-based approach: the patterns and the 3D
view of the 10 most common geomorphons, drawing modified after [59] (i).
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nd its neighbours is based on visibility, as described above for
penness [59]. At least two essential parameters must be tuned:
he lookup distance, which corresponds to the maximum scale
f a landform element, and the flatness threshold, below which
ny terrain is considered as flat. There are theoretically 38 = 6561
ifferent (ternary) patterns, but this number can be reduced to
98 because of the presence of many duplicates after rotation
nd/or reflection. As this number is still too high for mapping,
eomorphons are grouped in classes corresponding to the ten
ost common landforms: flat, summit, ridge, shoulder, spur,

lope, hollow, footslope, valley, and depression ([59]; Fig. 2i). This
pproach is tested here as it provides a discretized classifica-
ion where hollows, footslopes, valleys, and depressions are more
articularly sought because they may correspond to the carved
reas. On the basis of this identification, the final step consist-
ng in drawing the carved parts may be easier to handle than
sing continuous variables, such as those previously described.
he computation of geomorphons is freely available as a GRASS
dd-on (https://www.grass.osgeo.org/grass72/manuals/addons/r.
eomorphon.html).

.5. Post-processing of images

.5.1. Adaptive thresholding
In its principle, the method is quite similar to the above-

entioned trend removal algorithm. The image is first blurred
sing a low-pass rectangular shaped filter. A binary image is then
roduced by comparing the difference between the original image
nd its filtered version, with a thresholding offset determined by
he operator [60].

.5.2. Canny edge detector
This procedure is popular to extract abrupt changes in grey lev-

ls, and hence, boundaries in images [60,61]. Here, it is used to
nderline the rim of the carved parts. Briefly, the image is first
enoised using a square Gaussian filter. Then, the gradient inten-
ities computed for both horizontal and vertical directions are
ombined to give the edge gradient and its direction. The next “non
axima suppression” step consists in removing pixels that do not

ave a maximum value in the direction of the gradient, which will
rastically thin the edges. Finally, the edge/non-edge classification

s improved by double thresholding the image in order to produce
trong and weak edges. The strong edges are real edges, while the
eak ones are non-edges. Then, an iterative process examines the

onnectivity between pixels: if pixels are connected to real edges
because edges are supposed to be continuous); they are kept as
eal edges, otherwise they are excluded.

. Results and discussion

.1. Testing the algorithms on a small part of a real-world artefact

Stela No. 35 standing at Tsatsiin Ereg was chosen as the first
andidate to evaluate the algorithms and to understand their effects
n a real-life carved surface. This is one of the stelae where the
elief is best marked. A window of about 30 × 6 cm2 was selected
o present a clear decor lying on a curved surface, characterised
y a pronounced slope to the left (�h ∼ 5 cm, see the longitudinal
levation profile of the DEM, Fig. 3a).

The slope map (Fig. 3b), which represents the local magnitude of
he maximum gradient in degrees, underlines the features of inter-
st, more particularly in the right (rather flat) part, but becomes

ominated by the overall slope in the left part, as depicted by the
volution of the longitudinal profile. The influence of the overall
lope makes the slope map inappropriate to detect local features on
rregular surfaces. The profile curvature (Fig. 3c) better highlights
Heritage 34 (2018) 116–128 121

the concave and convex parts of the stone, but is still influenced by
the overall slope, becoming gradually obliterated in the extreme
left part. Because of the window size (1 cm of radius) the details
have vanished. Using a smaller kernel (not shown here) would bring
them to light, but would also increase noise. In addition, a low
radius value would produce flat (and not concave as they should
be) classifications at the deepest part of the holes, which would
obscure the interpretation of the map. The two following panels
correspond to trend removal with a window of 1 cm radius (this
size was chosen to capture the carved parts) by using a Gaussian
filter, and LRM procedure (Fig. 3d and e). In both cases, the left part
of the surface is no longer affected by the overall slope, which is pre-
cisely the aim of the process. The local features are well enhanced
but they may suffer from shifts and artefacts (in white in 3d and
e), as mentioned above (see Fig. 2e). A better signal-to-noise ratio
is observed with the use of the Gaussian filter alone, limiting the
interest of using LRM, at least in our case.

The sky-view factor (Fig. 3f) correctly reveals the carved and
protruding parts lying on the rather flat surface, but as by nature
it refers to a horizontal plane, it lacks detail, becoming completely
obscured in the left, sloped part. This is not the case for positive
openness (Fig. 3g), where the entire surface is seen as if no over-
all trend existed. This is because the zenith is taken as reference
instead of the horizon. Negative openness, by nature, mainly high-
lights the deepest parts of the carved areas and, to some extent,
the flat surfaces. It succeeds adequately in this task, as displayed
in Fig. 3h. However, an archaeological drawing is expected to
start from the rim of the carved surface, and not only from the
deepest part of the incision, so that this representation, although
quite efficient in other circumstances, is not well adapted to our
purpose.

The surface treatment based on pattern recognition around each
cell can obviously not be operated from an original DEM exhibiting a
strong overall slope, otherwise most of the map would be classified
as slope, and structures lying on it would not be recognised at all. For
that reason, geomorphons are computed from the detrended DEM
(Fig. 3d). The ten most common features are depicted in Fig. 3i.
Only the five corresponding to carved parts: i.e. slopes, hollows,
footslopes, valleys, and depressions (features No. 6–10) are retained
to form a binary image (Fig. 3j), which contains noise, but extracts
the carved structures reasonably well.

To sum up this first evaluation, slope, profile curvature and sky-
view factor do not constitute appropriate treatment for a general
case, where overall slope or oscillating/irregular surfaces may be
involved, but could be useful for carved plane surfaces. To go further
with the other algorithms, the entire side of the stela is taken into
account, and a close-up is performed near the edge, where the slope
abruptly changes to form another side (Fig. 4). While positive open-
ness (Fig. 4a), trend removal (Fig. 4c) and geomorphons (Fig. 4d)
provide a readable overall picture, even close to the edges, the
LRM procedure fails in this task (Fig. 4b), as the image is less clear.
Although the LRM method has proved to be quite powerful for iden-
tifying small features in complex DEMs [58], and for petroglyphs,
more specifically on flat surfaces [62], it is not able to properly
depict the deer carved on the highly sloped part, so this approach
is discarded in the following. For trend removal, the application of
a simple Gaussian filter with appropriate kernel size appears more
efficient, although positive artefacts (in white) appear, as expected,
at the angle of the stela (Fig. 4c). The geomorphon method per-
forms well (Fig. 4d), but its purged binary version, concentrating on
negative anomalies, is too noisy to be really useful as a basis for a
final drawing (Fig. 4h). Positive openness seems therefore to be the

best choice (Fig. 4a). The fact that positive openness disregards the
general topography can be a problem for the overall readability of
natural landscapes [58]. This potential drawback is an asset here,
as highlighting anomalies, preferentially negative (i.e. the carved

https://www.grass.osgeo.org/grass72/manuals/addons/r.geomorphon.html
https://www.grass.osgeo.org/grass72/manuals/addons/r.geomorphon.html
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Fig. 3. Preliminary tests of the algorithms, performed on a ca. 25 × 10 cm2 surface from stela No. 35: a: DEM obtained by photogrammetry; b: slope map; c: profile curvature;
d ness;
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: trend removal; e: LRM; f: sky-view factor; g: positive openness; h: negative open
n negative anomalies.

urfaces), is the goal. The relief is then visually apprehended, sim-
ly by the geometric deformation of carved symbols lying on the
dges of the stone.

One last treatment step was tentatively applied in order to facil-
tate the production of the final archaeological documentation.
t consists in simplifying the information, either by colouring, as
recisely as possible, the carved areas, or by detecting the rim
f the carved parts. Both positive openness and trend removal
aps are produced from continuous quantitative variables, so that

ny attempt at automatic drawing is expected to involve more or
ess complex additional treatments based on thresholding and/or
dge detection. The first attempt was conducted on the positive
penness map by applying an adaptive thresholding function. The
esult is readable (Fig. 4e), but needs to be thoroughly cleaned and
ompleted with a raster graphics editor, before becoming com-
letely acceptable (note that several tests were performed with
ifferent window sizes and thresholding offsets without better suc-
ess). A better option probably consists in detecting the edges of
he image. Canny edge detection applied to both positive open-
ess and trend removal maps (Fig. 4f and g, respectively) produces
omparable images, which constitute a suitable basis for the final
rawing, a step inevitably performed by hand. Experiments indi-
ate that the best solution always consists in choosing elevated

hresholds during the Canny edge detection procedure. Even if true
dges are forgotten, it is much easier to manually fill in the missing
arts during the final drawing process than to eliminate unwanted
oise.
f: the 10 most common geomorphons; i: binary image, purged from (f) by focussing

4.2. Full evaluation on three different examples

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the entire procedure, including the final
drawing, for stela No. 35 from Tsatsiin Ereg, and for stela S7 from
Uushgiin Uvur, another Mongolian archaeological site. Most of the
symbols carved on the surface of stela No. 35 are readily distin-
guishable in the orthomosaics, because of the colour variations
between the carved parts and the rest of the stela (Fig. 5a). Even
if this archaeological information is somewhat visible, this repre-
sentation cannot efficiently be used alone for documentation. The
positive openness maps clearly depict the symbols, the surface fin-
ish of the stela, and the structural information of the stone, such as
irregularities and cracks (Fig. 5b). As the rock topography is rather
regular and the symbols well marked, the Canny edge detection
applied to positive openness maps succeeds in delineating prop-
erly most of the symbols (Fig. 5c). This Canny edge raster image
is vectorised, using for example a vector graphic editor, such as
Adobe Illustrator, and placed over a low opacity layer with positive
openness (Fig. 5d), before being reworked in the vector graphics
editor. At that step, the aim is to close the edges remaining open in
order to produce the final vectorised drawing (Fig. 5e). The resulting
image is almost perfectly identical to the drawing produced after
time-consuming rubbing (Fig. 5f).
The figures carved on stela S7 are much less clear, and often
even invisible in the orthomosaics (Fig. 6a). Most of them are
brought to light with positive openness, except in places where
the stone surface has been strongly altered or damaged (Fig. 6b).
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Fig. 4. Selected algorithms applied to a complete side of stela No. 35: a: positive openness; b: LRM; c: trend removal; d: geomorphons. In the upper part, details corresponding
to a highly curved surface located at the edge of the stela (blue square) are depicted to evaluate the response of the algorithms in an unfavourable situation. Note that the
c lowe
v ennes
d gative
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omputation of geomorphons (d) is obtained from the detrended surface (c). In the
ectorised contours after Canny edge detection, respectively, from the positive op
etrended surface; h: is the binary image, purged from (d), by focussing only on ne

he Canny edge detection algorithm introduces more noise than
n the case of stela No. 35, because of the stone’s poorer state
f conservation, and the lower depth of carving (Fig. 6c). The

ase of stela S7 is less favourable for the semi-automatic draw-
ng step (Fig. 6d). However, the final drawing (Fig. 6e) is again
uite comparable with the existing archaeological documenta-
ion, obtained after tracing (Fig. 6f), although some differences
r part: (e) and (f) correspond to a binarised image after adaptive thresholding, and
s map; g: represents the vectorised contours after Canny edge detection from the
anomalies.

can be observed in the trickiest, most damaged parts: the head
of a deer, and the antlers of another animal are distinguished
by positive openness, but not in the archaeological documenta-

tion [35]. In contrast, these authors depicted the back of a third
deer, including its leg, which cannot be seen by positive open-
ness. Generally, the overall deer shapes are more accurate with our
method.
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Fig. 5. Entire process for producing a plain black drawing of the figures represented on the four sides of stela No. 35 from Tsatsiin Ereg: a: orthophotography; b: positive
openness treatment with r = 1 cm; c: raster map obtained by Canny edge detection; d: vectorised edges over the 50% opacity positive openness layer, used as a basis for
producing (e), the final drawing produced by a vector graphics editor; f: archaeological documentation obtained from rubbing. White numbers in black circles indicate the
workflow.

Fig. 6. Entire process for producing a plain black drawing of the figures represented on the four sides of stela S7 from Uushgiin Uvur: a: orthophotography; b: positive
openness treatment with r = 1 cm; c: raster map obtained by Canny edge detection; d: vectorised edges over the 50% opacity positive openness layer, used as a basis for
producing (e), the final drawing by a vector graphics editor; f: existing archaeological documentation obtained from tracing [35]. White numbers in black circles indicate the
workflow.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the results obtained after treatment of stela No. 36 from Tsatsiin Ereg by rubbing and by positive openness: a: orthophotography; b: cropped pictures
of the paper placed on the four sides after rubbing; c: positive openness treatment of DEMs; d: from left to right: details of a bow (see white 1 in plain circle on the whole
s openness; e: from left to right: details of a horse (see white 2 in plain circle on the whole
s penness. Note that the bottom of the positive openness image for the horse is somewhat
o ymbols: a disk and an axe, respectively.
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Table 1
Time necessary for processing and results produced.

Rubbing This method

Field work
Acquisition ∼4 ha 5–15 min

Lab. work
3D modelling – 3 hb

Map construction – 20 min
Edge detection – 10 min
2D drawing ∼ 2 days ∼1 dayc

Results produced Pictures2D drawing Pictures
3D model
Orthomosaics
2D drawing

a For a medium stela of about 1.5–2 m high.
b For approximately 30–40 pictures (note that most of the operations do not
tela) on orthomosaic, rubbing, archaeological drawing from rubbing, and positive
tela) on orthomosaic, rubbing, archaeological drawing from rubbing, and positive o
bscured by the presence of grass; white A and B in plain circles point out special s

The last example compares the results obtained by rubbing and
fter positive openness treatment for stela No. 36 from Tsatsiin
reg. The relief of the carved parts of this stela is not strongly
arked, so that the figures can barely be distinguished by the naked

ye in orthomosaics (Fig. 7a). However, the stela is well preserved,
acilitating symbol identification. Rubbing allows all the features to
e clearly distinguished (Fig. 7b). This is not the case in some areas
or the positive openness maps (Fig. 7c). Note that, as the relief
s not pronounced, the Canny edge detection step is not recom-

ended, because it would introduce more noise than signal. Even
f the bow, located at mid-height of the stela, is distinguished by
ositive openness (mark 1 on Fig. 7b–d), its arrow cannot be identi-
ed, contrary to the much clearer image provided by rubbing. Note
hat the whole symbol is almost imperceptible on the orthomosaic
Fig. 7d). The differences between the two approaches (rubbing
nd positive openness treatment) are even more obvious for the
orse carved at the foot of the stela (mark 2 on Fig. 7b, c and e),
here only the animal’s anterior paw and its body are recognisable

y positive openness, and just scarcely guessed on the orthomo-
aic (Fig. 7e). The image provided by rubbing is noisy, but more
omplete, allowing the entire horse figure to be properly drawn.
ubbing produces better results, especially when performed by an
xperienced archaeologist, who spontaneously insists on discrete
eatures to highlight them. Despite the undeniable overall quality
f the rubbing output, the time required, especially in the field, is a

imiting factor. From Table 1, which summarises the time required
or each method and their respective outputs, it is obvious that 3D

odelling is better adapted for extensive rock art documentation,
s acquisition takes minutes, whereas several hours are necessary
require the presence of the operator).
c May be much less if the vectorisation of carved parts is possible.

to document a single stela by rubbing. Moreover, now that digital
recording techniques are readily available at a high level of accuracy
and low cost, methods implying contact with the rock should be not
recommended as a standard, because in some cases (depending on
the stone, presence of cracks and hollows under the surface, etc.)
they may irremediably damage the carved surfaces. The 3D pro-
cess produces accurate orthomosaics and 3D models, which can

effectively supplement the traditional paper documentation with
companion web pages, for example. It is worth mentioning that the
time required for calculation in the laboratory should not be con-
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Fig. 8. Comparison of (a), the proposed output for stela No. 36 from Tsatsiin Ereg, obtained after verification of features (cracks, defects of the stone and carved areas) of the
positive openness treatment with other field documentation, with (b), the existing archaeological documentation obtained using tracing on a transparent sheet [10]. White A
and B in plain circles indicate, respectively, a disk and an axe, lacking in the existing archaeological documentation, but present using rubbing or positive openness treatment
(
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see Fig. 7).

idered as an obstacle, because the presence of the operator is not
lways necessary. Unfortunately, it takes almost a day to rework the
mages provided by positive openness or rubbing, although 20–30%
f this time can be saved if the drawing starts from vectorised edges,
here available.

However, as demonstrated by Fig. 7, rapid 3D modelling may
ometimes fail to fully capture discrete but important details, in
he most challenging situations. In such cases, it is possible to go
ack to small, problematic areas, and supplement the overall infor-
ation provided by DEM computation. The best solution might

e additional 3D modelling by photogrammetry, restricted to the
roblem area, but with a lower distance between the camera and
he object, so that the resolution is improved, or by applying tech-
iques based on pictures taken with oblique light from different
irections. Such a combination takes advantage of both approaches,
hile maintaining a rapid workflow in the field.

Moreover, when used as background, positive openness displays
ell the surface condition of the stones, the second important fac-

or in rock art research. On top of this layer, engraved figures can
e drawn in plain black to facilitate interpretation, as shown in
ig. 8a. Such a document can only produced after a verification step,
n which the operator compares positive openness treatment with
eld documentation (close-up photos of the rock surfaces or rub-
ings) to ensure that cracks or depressions in the rock surface are
ot depicted as engravings, and that no detail of the engravings is

ost. We propose this original method of representation as a new

eference for documentation, more informative than the traditional
ethod of crude black and white binary images (e.g. Fig. 8b). It is
orth mentioning that, in this example, tracing did not respect the

verall geometry of the stone. The disk (mirror) and the axe (marks
A and B) were not illustrated, although they were properly identi-
fied by both rubbing and positive openness (marks A and B in Fig. 7b
and c).

5. Conclusion

A simple pipeline is provided here for the acquisition of photo-
realistic 3D models of carved stones by photogrammetry. Briefly,
it consists in modelling the object of interest by photogrammetry,
producing DEMs, calculating positive openness, detecting edges on
positive openness maps if they are clear enough, and reworking
with a vector graphic editor to produce the final document. The
technique is not invasive, and is easy to implement in the field. It
provides accurate models, able to capture most of the finest details
in the 3D geometry of rock surfaces. The objects of interest are split
into several 2.5D raster maps, which can be freely arranged depend-
ing on the overall geometry, and treated by common algorithms
developed for geomorphological studies. Positive openness appears
to be the most versatile algorithm to highlight the carved parts, par-
ticularly for curved or irregular surfaces. The resulting map, built
on the basis of a continuous variable, may profitably go through
a delineation step. If the carved parts are sufficiently marked, this
step can notably accelerate the drawing process. Otherwise, the
operator must still delineate all the figures with a vector graphics
editor. This potential weakness should not be seen as a major draw-
back, because the most limiting factor is the time spent in the field,

especially for studies undertaken overseas, where field campaigns
are often time-constrained. The method proposed here is far more
rapid than traditional acquisition based on rubbing or tracing. In
favourable cases, the final results obtained at the end of the process
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re comparable to the best drawings available, and will proba-
ly outperform many standard representations, especially for their
eometry. If necessary, problematic parts can be complemented by
nother photogrammetry session, closer to the object, in order to
btain a higher resolution, or by using more standard techniques,
ased on pictures taken with oblique lights coming from several
irections. Note that our method does not require a high level of
xpertise, eliminating one of the main bottlenecks for extensively
ecording rock art. More than simply complementing the usual
echniques, our 3D modelling approach opens up new perspectives.
or instance, the combination of these drawings with the depiction
f the surface condition is proposed as a new reference for rock
rt documentation. In addition to the traditional 2D archaeological
ocumentation, the photorealistic 3D models produced can eas-

ly be used to compute volumes, measure distances, and also be
rocessed by more complex morphometrics-based analyses, or for
reating complex cases where engravings are superimposed. The
D models provide information for degradation surveys, and can
e exchanged between researchers, shared with the public on the
eb, and printed or integrated into 3D virtual scenes.
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